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**Optimat Junior**

- **Starting weight:** 6 kg
- **Finishing weight:** 30 kg
- **Feeding points:** 8
- **Animals/feeder:** 32-64
- **Storage tank capacity:** 100 l
- **Material– divider:** stainless steel
- **Material– trough system:** stainless steel/PE
- **System height:** 110 cm
- **System width:** 56 cm

**Optimat Finisher**

- **Starting weight:** 25 kg
- **Finishing weight:** 125 kg
- **Feeding points:** 8
- **Animals/feeder:** 32-64
- **Storage tank capacity:** 100 l
- **Material– divider:** stainless steel
- **Material– trough system:** stainless steel/PE
- **System height:** 125 cm
- **System width:** 76 cm

---

**Trough element**

- Round trough with separate water section
- The special, patented trough form with separate feeding section and water recesses ensures optimum functionality while avoiding feed losses and providing optimum feed hygiene as a result
- Water supplied with aqua level feeder

**Feed**

- Powder or pelleted feed

**Technical data**

- Stable (robust and solid) frame construction
- Robust dosing mechanism
- Ingeniously integrated water circuit
- Total capacity 100 litres
- Easy to clean
- Straightforward quantity adjustment
- Up to 64 animals can be fed at the same time
- Round feeding trough made of stainless steel
- 8 feeding points for simultaneous, quiet and stress-free feeding times
- Reliable prevention of feed bridges forming in the tank
- Minimum feed losses